Introduction
Over the past several years, rocks have been shown to be elastically nonlinear, even at strains as low as 10 -7 . Static stress-strain curves, e.g., [Holcomb, 1981 , Boitnott, 1993 In the resonance experiments noted above, sweep rate and relaxation effects were noted. To avoid these effects, the authors empirically chose a sweep rate that gave them the best repeatability. Additional effects were observed; the response of samples under weak confining pressures took some time (e.g., hours) to stabilize afThis paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1996 by the American Geophysical Union.
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ter the pressure on the rock was changed. The work presented here is the first to specifically document the slowly varying time response to periodic excitation (i.e., slow dynamics) of a Berea sandstone sample; moreover, we demonstrate that the slow dynamics produce prominent effects, even at room conditions. Slow dynamics manifest themselves in a sandstone sample during high intensity longitudinal elastic resonance. We first report the effects of high strain on a sample by comparing "conditioned" resonance curves (e.g., after the sample is driven at high intensity) with a set of fully "recovered" curves (e.g., after the sample is left untouched for a long period). We illustrate that the first resonance curve made on a recovered sample differs remarkably from subsequent curves. We present several results that illustrate aspects of the sample's memory and concludi• with a discussion of measurements to determine how the rock recovers and to understand what mechanisms might be at work. Shamina, et al., 1990] suggest that slow dynamics may also play a role in wave propagation.
Experiment
The experimental apparatus used to obtain resonance curves is shown in Fig. 1 Still slower sweep rates will yield results different from those shown Fig. 5(b) . While making a repeatable up/down curve, we stopped the sweep (drive still on); acceleration was observed and recorded for nearly 10 minutes. As shown in Fig. 6 , measured acceleration g•adually decreased for the experiments where the stopping frequency was lower than the resonance frequency, and increased when the stopping frequency was higher (i.e., the rock gradually lost memory of the highest strain). After several minutes, both levels approached the same long term level. Thus, from these measurements, we assume that a. sweep time of a few days in carefully controlled conditions would produce the same up and down curves for this sample.
To examine another facet of the rock's recove ry •time we varied the previous experiment by sweeping down from resonance and stopping the sweep (drive turned off this time) for several seconds. In a relatively short time (10's of seconds), the rock's memory of the high strain amplitude it had experienced at resonance diminished, far more quickly than when the drive was left on. Figures 7(a) and (b) show the faster response for both sides of the resonance curve. In both cases we first conditioned the sample by driving at the resonance frequency for this strain level (3850 Hz) for 2 min. We then swept downward from resonance to 3825 Hz, Fig. 7(a) toward the first (recovered) up-going curve shown in Fig. 4(a) . At frequencies higher than resonance the response jumps up towards the first (recovered) curve shown in Fig. 4(b) . Compare the recovery times in A qualitative view of these jumps can come from the nonlinear change of bar modulus E with amplitude. After a period of high intensity, the rock's resonance curve shifts downward in frequency (i.e., the modulus decreases). If the drive is then turned off, the resonance curve moves back (i.e., the modulus increases) as memory of the high strain is lost.
Summary and discussion
This work documents unusual time-dependent effects in rocks driven in resonance into the nonlinear regime of visible peak shifts. In this regime resonance curves differ depending on whether the sweep was started above resonance or below. Even starting frown one side of the peak, each direction of sweep differs from the other. Both effects imply memory of strain history. There are two asymptotic states of the rock, fully recovered and conditioned. The former state is fully achieved after several hours of no excitation; the latter possesses reproducibility on successive sweeps.
When the drive frequency paused while descending the flanks of the resonance curve, amplitude slowly moved toward a level equivalent to a slow sweep starting from the recovered state. This implies that over several minutes the rock memory of peak amplitude is lost. On the other hand, when the drive is turned off while descending the flanks of the resonance curve and then restored, amplitude rapidly (in seconds) approached the level of a slow sweep started from the recovered state. The direction of recovery depends on the side of the resonance peak, but in both cases recovery is down on the low frequency side and up on the high frequency side. These time-dependent dynamics can be broadly thought of as "memory" of excitation to a condition of nonlinear-dynamic strain and rate-dependent loss of that condition at lower amplitudes.
As bulk heating (1/2 EeZf/Q or 33 mW/cm s) is immeasurable small, we believe •hat the physical origins of slow dynamics lies in nonlinear effects at the micro structural level of cracks, pores, and interstitial clays. Further work is examining environmental effects on conditioning and recovery eks a means of relating them to physical properties and microtexture of the rock.
